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Jot student thinking on Sticky Notes
Create a chart with student names
and spaces to collect student thinking
Use a journal to record student thinking
Type student thinking on google docs
or slides
Catch students learning with photos
and videos 
Look at student reflections and record
Making Thinking Visible Strategies

Ways to Document
Student Thoughts,
Conversations & Questions

During student-teacher
conferences
During sharing circles
As you observe students
learning
As students explore and play
When students are making
their thinking visible 
As students consider big
questions and ideas
When reviewing student
reflections/journals

When to Document
Bring wise words (interesting
thoughts, questions, conversations,
misconceptions, struggles) back to
the class to discuss.  They can do
this with partners, in groups, in a
sharing circle.Put a selection of wise words on a
checkerboard and have students
connect and share.Put wise words on a large chart
paper and have students make
connectionsPost wise words/questions in the
room to refer to

Go through the collected evidence of
learning and select things that show the
process of learning and growth over
time. This learning story can be curated
by: Educators, Educators and students, or
students. This story can be a story of
individual or collective growth. This story
can be shared:
visually on the wall
in a binder or book so it can be
read with children
in a video or google slide deck 
orally 
with documentation panels

Learning Stories Use Documentation to IdentifyNext Steps in Learning

Show students that what they
are thinking and feeling is valuable by
asking them, recording what they say,
and bringing it back to the whole
group to consider.
Pay attention to the things that your
students are struggling with so you
can have the whole community "lean
into their tangles" as they build a
sense of independence by solving
their problems themselves.

Using Documentation to Create
Safety and Belonging

Ways to Share Documentation

Pay attention to what students areinterested in and wondering about,what they have misconceptions around,what they are feeling... use this information to createlearning experiences that will helpyour students explore those thingsAs you conference with students,document their strengths andstretches; search for evidence ofsuccess and growth with students;and determine next steps together. 

See examples of documentation from our district here: http://bit.ly/ILTDocumentation
For more information, see our Documentation Visual http://bit.ly/DocumentationVisual 


